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HORRY SCALE: TEAGUE TIME 

 

By Lang Whitaker 

 

ALL BALL NERVE CENTER — Perhaps you thought you were done unwrapping presents, but tonight in 

Cleveland, the Hawks and Cavs had one last gift for you. It was one of the most entertaining games of 

the season, so of course it had to end (not in regulation, not in overtime, but in double overtime) with a 

game-winning buzzer-beater from Hawks guard Jeff Teague. 

 

Before we get too far into this, we should stop and explain: What is the Horry Scale? For those who are 

new around these parts, the Horry Scale examines a game-winning buzzer-beater (GWBB) in the 

categories of difficulty, game situation (was the team tied or behind at the time?), importance (playoff 

game or garden-variety Kings-Pistons game?) and celebration (is it over the top or too chill? Just the 

right panache or needs more sauce?). Then we give it an overall grade on a scale of 1-5 Robert Horrys, 

the patron saint of last-second daggers. 

 

With the rules in place, tonight we look to the shores of Lake Erie, to Cleveland, where Jeff Teague could 

not be stopped…not even by Uncle Drew. 

 

DIFFICULTY To be fair, it wasn’t the toughest shot in the world — Teague drove left and pulled up for 

the right-handed jumper, kind of like Hawks guard Mike Bibby used to do. The simple genius in this play 

was the Hawks running Paul Millsap at Teague with about 6 seconds left to ostensibly set a screen.  

 

Millsap got to Teague and set what was basically a token screen, and the Cavs switched the pick. Now, 

we’ve talked about switching picks here previously — pretty much every NBA team switches picks in the 

final seconds because the last thing you want is someone who is totally unguarded. You might end up 

with a mismatch, but at least you’ve got someone defending everyone. On this play, that meant the 

Cavs went from having Kyrie Irving on Teague to having the 6-foot-9 Tristan Thompson guarding 

Teague. (Kyrie, by the way, was equally huge tonight, finishing with 40 points and 9 assists). This is what 

is known as a mismatch, and it only took Teague a few dribbles to shake Thompson and clear room for 

the last-second shot. 

 

GAME SITUATION It is in this category that this shot really soars. To begin with, Teague missed a floater 

with seconds left in regulation that would have broken the tie at 95. Not long into the first overtime, 

Hawks All-Star center Al Horford had an injury to what appeared to be his right shoulder/chest that took 

him out of the game, and forced the Hawks to use a variety of makeshift lineups down the stretch. With 

about 7 seconds left in OT and the Hawks down three, Teague drained a long three-pointer to tie the 

game at 108. Then with 2.4 seconds left in overtime, the Hawks had a shot at a GWBB from the baseline 

that Teague couldn’t connect on, sending the game into double OT. In the second OT, Teague had a 

huge drive-and-one to give the Hawks a 125-123 lead, and then with the game level at 125, Teague 

ended it. Basically, the situation couldn’t have been much more dramatic. And Teague put the bow on 

top. 

 

CELEBRATION I’m going to lump the ball going through the rim as part of the celebration, because it 

doesn’t really fit anywhere else (it’s not “difficulty,” it’s just lucky) and that was a huge part of what 

made this such a great shot. The ball hit the rim five times, I believe, and it may have even kissed the 



glass somwhere in there, all while the buzzer was sounding in the background and you wondered, “It’s 

not going to…no way…that can’t…ohmygoshhemadeit!” And then after the ball drops, you see Teague 

laying flat on the ground celebrating — not only the GWBB but also a career-high 34 points — with Kyle 

Korver pounding on his chest. This was the first prone Horry Scale celebration of the season, I believe. 

 

GRADE For reasons that will become evident in the next week or so, I watched this game intently from 

the Turner Studios in Atlanta, and the deeper the game went, the more sure I was that we’d have a 

GWBB. It was an exciting, close game, and it had an equally exciting finish. So for all the reasons detailed 

above, I’m giving this Four Horrys. I thought seriously about giving this a Five just because it was such a 

great game, but I felt the actual shot could have had a bit of a higher degree of difficulty. 

    
 

 

 

 


